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                                                COURSE FILE :High Voltage Engg 

                                                               Question Bank 
 

                                                                UNIT:1 
Q1:Explain Penning Effect when reffered to gaseous discharage (W-12) 
Q2:Discuss which varous effect breakdown in gases (W-12) 

Q3:Derive the criteria for breakdown in electronegative gases. (W-13) 

Q4: Derive the expression for current growth in dielectric medium by Townsend’s a 

process(W-13) 

Q5: Describe the current growth phenomenon in a gas subjected to uniform electric 

fields.(W-15) 

Q6: Explain the Streamer theory of breakdown in air at atmospheric pressure.(W-15) 

 

                                                     UNIT:2 
Q1-Describe the application of various insulating materical used in ( W-12)  

1)Power transformer 2) circuit breaker  

Q2-State Various proceess which lead to formation of bubbles in liquid dielectrics and 

explain clearly cavity breakdown mechanism inliquid dielectrics(W-12) 

Q3-Explain suspended particals mechanism of liquid breakdown (W-12) 

Q4-Derive  an expression for maximum thermal voltage is independent thickness of 

spicemen state clehely assmuption made (W-12) 

Q5:  various processes which lead to formation of bubbles in liquid dielectrics and explain 

clearly cavitation theory of breakdown in liquid dielectric.(W-13) 

Q6:E xplain the various theories that describe breakdown in commercial liquid dielectric. 

   (W-13) 

Q7: Explain breakdown in composite dielectric.(W-13) 

Q8: Eplain the breakdown due to internal voids in a solid insulating materials.(W-15) 

Q9: Give at least five liquid dielectrics commercially available.(W-15) 

Q10: Give the classification of solid insulation materials.(W-15) 

Q11:Disscuss the effects of the following parameters on the breakdown strength of liquids: 

(i) Hydrostatic pressure. (ii) Solid impurities. (iii) Moisture contents in the oil. (W-15) 

Q12: What is "Thermal breakdown" in solid dielectrics and how is it practically more 

significant than other mechanis.(W-15) 

 

                                                              UNIT:3 
 

Q1: What is insulation coordination ? Give the insulation levels of various apparatus for 

750 kV sub (W-12) 

Q2: Explain the principles and functions of : (i) Rod gaps. (ii) Lightning arrestor.(W-12) 

Q3: Give the mathematical models for lightnin g discharges and explain them.(W-12) 

Q4: Enlist the various methods for reduction of overvoltage due to switching surges and 

explain any two in detail. (W-13) 

Q5: What are volt--time curves ? Explain its significance in power system studies(W-13) 



 
 

Q6: What is Insulation Co-ordination ? I low are the protective devices chosen for optimal 

insulation level in a power system (W-13) 

Q7: Explain various causes of overvoltages in a power system.(W-13) 

Q8:What is ground.?Explain its effect on the performance of a power system (W-12) 

 

                                                         UNIT:4 

Q1:Explain the terms "attenuation and distortion" of travelling waves propagating on 

overhead lines. What is the effect of corona on the transmiss(W-12) 

Q2: Give the mathematical models for lightnin g discharges and explain them.(W-12) 

Q3: Define the standard impulse current waves. Draw the basic circuit to produce it and 

explain it with relevant mathematical steps (W-12) 

Q4: With a neat sketch, explain the working of electrostatic generator for high dc 

voltages.(W-12) 

Q5: Describe cascaded transformer. Explain why cascading is done.(W-13) 

Q6: Explain generation of impulse voltage with multistage impulse generator.(W-13) 

Q7 Explain the construction and working of series resonant circuit, for generation of high 

AC voltage. (W-13) 

Q8: Explain construction and working of Greinachcr Voltage doubler circuit (W-13) 

 

                                                      UNIT:5 
Q1: How peak reading voltmeters are used for impulse measurement ? Draw and explain 

the circuit using capacitance divider.(W-12) 
Q2: Explain the principle and construction of an electrostatic voltmeter for very high 

voltages. What are its merits and demerits for high voltage a.c. measurement.(W-12) 

Q3: What are the problems associated with measurement of very high impulse voltage? 

Explain how these can be taken care of during measurement.(W-12) 

Q4: Explain how sphere gap can be used to measure the peak value of voltages. What 

are the parameters and factors that influence such voltage measurement.(W-12) 

Q5: What is a Capacitaiiee Voltage transformer and its use in power system ? (W-13) 

Q6: Explain the procedure for measurement of impulse voltage using sphere gap.(W-13) 

Q7: Explain various methods used for the measurement of high currents.(W-13) 

Q8: Explain methods for the measurement of high AC Voltage.(W-13) 

 

                                                                 UNIT:6 
Q1: Explain the testing of circuit breakers.(W-12) 

Q2: Explain the testing procedure of an insulator. (W-12) 

Q3: Explain designing of insulation based upon transient overvoltage.(W-12) 

Q4: Explain testing of transformer.(W-12) 

Q5: What are the different power frequency tests done on insulators ? Mention the procedure 

for testing.(W-14) 

Q6: What is an operating duty cycle test on a surge arrester ? Why is it more significant than 

other tests.(W-14) 

Q7: Mention the different electrical tests done on isolators and circuit breakers.(W-14) 

Q8: Explain the importance of RIV measurements for EHV power apparatus.(W-14) 

 

 
 

 

 


